show that the potential a) has a dominant term of 1/H for small separations H, b) depends in a complicated way on the size of the particles, c) always increases with increasing particle size, and d) is weaker for disks than for pentagons (see Fig. SI1A ).
These theoretical calculations show that the Casimir force is strongly attractive at small separations for particles of any shape. For a comparison, the electrostatic potential between two point--like unit charges behaves as = ! ! / , where ! is Bjerrum length which has a value of 0.7 nm in water. Therefore the ratio of the magnitude of the Casimir force ( ! ) between two pentagonal particles to the electrostatic force ( !" ) at close separation (R ~1 ) is ! / !" = ! / ! . For two pentagons interacting in the curvature--dominated regime where n = 2 in Eq. 1 the parameter ! = 0.46, 7, 8 and for
pentagons with a side--length of 4.1 nm, the ratio is ! / !" ~ 3. Therefore these forces are of similar strength and have the same distance dependence (i.e., 1/separation 2 ).
The above calculation was for two bodies, but the Casimir force is a non--additive force as described in previous work. 9--12 The total Casimir force between any pair of particles in a many body system is still attractive and can be larger than the sum of the individual pairwise forces. Although the ratio of the many--body contribution to the sum of the pairwise forces is calculated to be negligible at large separations, it reaches a factor of 2 at small separations and therefore strengthens the attraction. 10, 11 For membrane inclusions to be subject to long--range membrane fluctuation--induced interactions, they must be able to locally suppress membrane fluctuations. 7, 8 For example, it has been shown that semi--flexible polymeric inclusions interact as
For a curvature dominated system: = 2.9, = 4.17, = 0.397, =
, ! is the polymer persistence length and ! is the membrane bending rigidity.
For a tension dominated system: = Equation 2 shows that a small flexibility in the inclusion's shape dramatically reduces the strength of the interaction. It should be kept in mind that the focus in the literature on thermal Casimir forces in membranes is based on the membrane continuum theory of bending excitations that might not hold on the length scale of a typical protein size. However, the long--range membrane fluctuation spectrum extends to nm --1 , 3 and such long--range fluctuations are enough to generate a thermal Casimir force.
Furthermore, the dynamics of the configurational fluctuations are fast compared to lateral diffusion of proteins at short length scales. An important point to be considered is that the force mentioned above is only an ensemble average of a fluctuating force. In fact, various Casimir forces undergo large fluctuations. 13, 14 The fluctuations of the undulation--generated thermal Casimir force are much larger than the magnitude of the force itself, 14 which makes it difficult to measure experimentally. Another feature of the thermal Casimir force is its non--additivity, 1, 15 which makes it impossible to give a theoretical prediction for an N--body system. However, our simulation approach allows us to study such complex systems.
Proximity Force approximation of Casimir force between polygons
The short separation behavior of the thermal Casimir force can be evaluated using the Proximity Force approximation (PFA). 6 The Casimir force per unit length between two parallel lines is / = − ! ! ! ! ! for both curvature and tension dominated regimes. It is straightforward to calculate the Casimir force using the PFA between two equilateral polygons of radius with one of their edges are parallel (Figure SI1 B inset), and one gets: As can be seen, the force decreases with increasing number of edges, and this effect is more pronounced at short distances. For polygons with a small number of edges, the magnitude of the force is well described by just the ! ! ! term.
To understand the functional behavior of the force we define
and plot the ratio of ! / ! as a function of at different distances. As can be seen for polygons with a small number of edges, the ! term dominates over the ! term especially at close distances. This implies that the dominant term is 
Simulation Methods
First, we briefly describe the dissipative particles dynamics (DPD) simulation method, followed by our model for proteins in a DPD simulation as well as the force field parameters in which proteins suppress membrane fluctuations. At the end, we present additional results that support our conclusions. DPD DPD initially was introduced by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman 16, 17 to simulate the hydrodynamic behavior of complex fluids with higher computational efficiency than molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The method is based on assuming that predicting the motion of a fluid on length scales much larger than its molecular constituents does not require atomistic details. So, instead of considering all the atoms in a system, as is the case in atomistic MD simulation, a group of atoms are represented by a single particle and the motion of these particles is simulated.
The elementary units of a DPD simulation are beads with mass m, that interact via three pairwise, additive, central, momentum--conserving forces (conservative, dissipative and random forces), and whose dynamics are governed by solving Newton's second law (similar to MD simulations). The conservative force acts to give beads a chemical identity, e.g., polar or hydrophobic properties, while the dissipative and random forces together form a thermostat to keep the system temperature constant.
The correct formulation of the thermostat in DPD was first presented by. 17 A common form of the DPD, conservative, dissipative and random forces, are given below:
Where !" is the conservative coefficient parameter that defines different bead types in the system, γ and σ are constants that specify the strength of the dissipative and random forces respectively, and
! are weight functions that are defined in the next paragraph.
!" are symmetric uniformly--distributed random variables, which satisfy two conditions, !" = 0 (zero mean) with a variance of 1/12. Furthermore,
which implies that they are independent for different pairs and at the different time. The condition !" = !" ensures that the random force conserves momentum and that the expected hydrodynamic behavior emerges at long length scales.
In the computational algorithm, to be sure the diffusion of the particles is independent of the time step size (Δ ), the following discretized random force should be used:
where !" are random variables with same properties as !" .
The requirement of the canonical ensemble for the steady state solution of the system by these forces imposes two constraint
A simple choice for weight functions
! which satisfies all conditions is:
r 0 is the generic length in DPD simulation, which could be interpreted as a size of the soft bead. Usually all length related quantities are measured in units of r 0 . Also, the time scale is rescaled by generic
. However, to connect a DPD system to the physical model of a realistic system, the relations between the natural DPD length and time scale (r 0 and t 0 ) and physical units should be established. For our bilayer systems, we have used the equilibrium area per lipid and the in--plane lipid diffusion coefficient to extract t 0 =1.6 ns, and r 0 = 0.69 nm.
Objects larger than a single bead
In order to create large molecules, such as phospholipids and proteins, in DPD simulations multiple beads must be connected to each other. We use stiff Hookean springs between adjacent beads in a molecule that keep the mean bond length fixed at a desired value. This value is typically set by using the average end--to--end length of the molecule (or its radius of gyration). So, for example, the spring parameters needed to connect beads into the shape of a lipid molecule, such as dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine, are selected so that the length of the hydrocarbon tails match that of the actual molecule. Similarly, the chain stiffness parameter is chosen to capture the non--ideal character of the chain fluctuations. The form of these forces in our DPD simulation is:
Where r ij is the distance between beads, l 0 is their equilibrium distance, and !"# is the angle between the two bonds connecting beads i, j and k.
Proteins in DPD
The toxin proteins are constructed in the DPD simulations differently from solvent and lipid molecules. Because physical size, shape and rigidity are their most important properties, they are not described solely by a chemical structure as are the more flexible lipid molecules. We use the procedure described in Shillcock and Lipowsky, 18 which we summarize here. In DPD simulations, a protein is created by selecting all the solvent particles that lie within a given geometric volume of space and tying them together with stiff Hookean bonds. The spring constant of the bonds, and the number per particle, determines the rigidity of the protein nanoparticle. The energy function of the springs is given in Eq. 3:
Where k is the rigidity parameter referred to in the main text, ! is the thermal energy, !" is the distance between two connected beads (i and j), and !!" is the initial distance between i and j beads at the time the nanoparticle is constructed. On average each bead is connected to 20 neighboring beads.
The dimensionless spring constant has the typical value 128, which yields a very rigid particle, and reducing this value generates more flexible particles. The geometric shape of the particle is chosen so that it mimics that of the desired protein or nanoparticle, as seen in Figure SI2 . For example: if a protein induces curvature on a membrane, a curved nanoparticle is created to force the membrane to adopt its shape once it binds to the membrane (Figure  SI2 B--E). The nanoparticles have a tendency to adhere to the lipid head groups and so induce their shape onto the bilayer surface. 
Technical Details
We have used the DPD simulation technique to study the impact of thermal Casimir and curvature--mediated interactions on protein clustering. In all simulated systems, a single component symmetric bilayer, made of one of the lipid structures present in the Figure SI3 , was used. The bilayer contained 3448 to 3967 lipids, depending on the desired membrane tension. Simulations were performed within a cubic box of constant volume = 50×50×50 ! ! . Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three dimensions. The average bead density was: = 3( / ! ! ). The NVT ensemble was used, in which N, V and T are the total number of DPD beads, the simulation box volume, and the system temperature, respectively. The bead--bead conservative force parameters are given in Table 1 . The time step was chosen as: ∆ = 0.02 ! . We mention here that the current DPD code is an updated version of that used in previous work, and for more details of the selection of parameter values, implementation and use of the DPD code, the reader is referred to Ref. [19] 
Suppression of fluctuations by NPs
The rigidity of NPs is crucial for generating a Casimir force because the NPs must suppress membrane fluctuations in order to give rise to the force. We created rigid NPs in DPD by connecting all solvent beads in a prescribed geometric volume (e.g., sphere, disc, spherical cap, etc.) to each other using multiple stiff Hookean springs as described earlier. The resulting object is resistant to shape deformations, meaning that the fluctuations in the dimensions of the NP are much smaller than its mean size. However, in DPD, this is not sufficient to model a rigid particle because DPD forces are soft and other particles can still penetrate into the NP body. In order to make a NP resistant to penetration, we have tuned the NP conservative coefficients ( !" ).
Choice of parameters
The !" parameters should be chosen so that: 1) The NP beads should prefer the lipid head groups more than water beads to ensure they adhere to the membrane.
2) The head group beads should have more freedom in the vicinity of the water beads than the NP beads. These conditions impose two constraints on the conservative coefficient of NPs:
The first one ensures that the NP adsorbs onto the bilayer. The second one allows NPs to suppress membrane fluctuations. As !! / !! increases, the bilayer fluctuations are more suppressed by NPs. The !" parameters must therefore be chosen in the area of the triangle shown in Figure SI4 . However, simulation results show that parameter combinations in the B region of this triangle do not lead to aggregation, and that the extension of the B region depends on the NP size. Therefore the !" parameter should be chosen from region A. !! is chosen in a way that two NPs repel in the absence of a bilayer to eliminate any possible direct attraction. 
Results

Two flat NPs aggregate on the surface of a bilayer
This simulated system contained two flat pentagonal shape NPs with radius r=8r 0 and thickness 2r 0 , which adsorbed to the surface of a single component bilayer. The bilayer was composed of lipids with structures as shown in Figure SI3A , where red and blue beads were lipid hydrophilic and hydrophobic moieties. All beads were connected to their closest bead neighbors by a spring force with spring constant
To maintain the structural shape of the lipids, an angle potential ! = 15 ! , was applied to all triplets of adjacent beads. Initially, NPs were placed at close ( 0 = 3 ! ) or large distances ) with different random number seeds were carried out. The NPs were chosen to be flat to avoid the effect of the curvature--induced interactions. Because NPs adsorb to the bilayer surface, and do not project into its interior, the lipid depletion force and capillary effect were not involved.
Results showed that NPs that were initially widely separated on the membrane diffused randomly with no preferred direction, and never stuck together except in rare cases in which diffusion brought them close. On the other hand, systems that are initially close together attract each other very fast and then diffuse as a single cluster until the end of the simulation 10 4 t 0 (Supporting Information, Movie 1). In addition, we performed simulations for tensionless and stretched bilayers, flat square and disk shapes NPs. Similar results were observed under all these conditions.
Effect of the NP size on clustering
Theoretical calculations predict that thermal Casimir force is stronger between larger inclusions. If our interpretation in the last section is correct, the forces should vanish for sufficiently small NPs. Here, we explore what this minimal size is.
To reduce the computational cost, we first forced the NPs to cluster by applying a constant attractive force between them. After clustering, the force was removed and the tendency of the NPs to separate was followed. Small NPs ( = 3.5 ! ) separated very fast (Supporting Information, Movie 2). For medium sized NPs ( = 5 ! ) that depended on !" parameters, fairly strong clustering was observed (Supporting Information, Movie 3). Large NPs ( = 8 ! ) remained tightly clustered Supporting Information, Movie 4). Independent of the !" parameters, an increase in NPs size thus resulted in stronger clustering.
Nanoparticles with soft adhesion interactions
Earlier we discussed that in order to model an impenetrable NP which is able to suppress membrane fluctuations, its interactions should satisfy the inequality !! < !! . If thermal Casimir forces do indeed cause the aggregation of the NPs, violating the condition !! < !! should cause the NPs to separate independently of their size.
We tested several systems in which !! > !! .
The results show that values of the parameters outside the region A in Figure SI4 led to rapid NP separation. Additionally, parameter values in the region B also led to NP separation. Apparently, even though they satisfied !! < !!, their ability to suppress membrane fluctuations was too weak to generate a strong thermal Casimir force. However, calculation of suppression of membrane fluctuations (see below) showed for NPs with parameters in the region B, S is 30%, while for region A the value is 60%. Flexible Nanoparticles
In previous simulations, a NP was created by connecting beads to their neighboring beads, using a spring force, with rigidity parameter (Eq. 3) k=128. Using a smaller value for the rigidity parameter results in more flexible NPs. Flexibility makes NPs less able to suppress membrane fluctuations.
Our results showed that reducing the spring constant strength reduced the strength of effective NP attraction and, furthermore, for ≤ 4, attraction vanished altogether.
Lipids with a hydrophilic linker
Another way of reducing the NPs ability to suppress fluctuations is to displace them from the membrane surface using flexible linkers.
Inserting a hydrophilic linker chain between NPs binding sites and lipid--water interface allows membranes to freely fluctuate, despite the rigidity of the NPs. Figure SI5 illustrates in a schematic manner how linker chains prevent NPs from suppressing bilayer fluctuations.
Lipids with a linker chain in the DPD model are shown in Figure SI3 . The green beads are hydrophilic with a high affinity to absorb to NPs. Gray beads are hydrophilic linkers. The number of these gray beads (n) in a lipid is called the lipid linker length. Red and blue particles are the head and tail groups of the lipids, respectively. The DPD conservative forces, !" , are presented in Table  1 . To make the linker chains soft, angle potentials for linker beads were excluded. We also set !! = !" = 75 to prevent NPs from touching head group beads while they were still attached to the membrane via binding beads. NP--linker bead interaction was the same as NP--water bead interaction, !" = !" . Four different sets for Our results showed that for n=1 (Supporting Information, Movie 5), the strength of the aggregation force diminished, but the NPs were still aggregated for short simulation times. However, for n=2 (Supporting Information, Movie 6), NPs very quickly separated. In order to study curvature--induced forces, we used two spherical cap NPs with a pentagonal base cut from a sphere that has an outer radius of ( Figure  SI2B and C). These NPs induced a local curvature on the membrane surface.
To minimize the effect of the periodic boundary conditions, a larger box size in the bilayer plane was used: = = 100 ! . The bilayer was symmetric and contained 8000 lipids with a structure that is shown in Figure SI3 , part 1. It is also close to its tensionless state after the adsorption of the NPs. a ni values were chosen such that the NPs strongly adhered to the bilayer surface and that their binding energy remained unchanged during the simulation time.
The first simulation was performed for two highly curved NPs with = 10 ! and total outer surface area of = 1.5 ! .
In 16 different simulations, using different random number seeds, no aggregation was observed.
To ensure that the simulation time was long enough to observe aggregation, an external force was initially applied to the NPs to bring them together. After releasing the external force, NPs separated in less than 2×10 S is given by
where σ (x) is the variance of the x(t) variable.
h np1 (t) is the average of the all lipid z coordinates (head group) in a circle with a radius of 2r 0 and same center as the NP center (region 1 in Figure SI6 ).
h np2 (t) is the average of the all lipid z coordinates from a ring with the same center as NP center, inner radius of 3r 0 , and thickness 2r 0 (region 2 in Figure SI6 ).
h free1 (t) is the average of the all lipid z coordinates in a circle with center placed at (x 0 , y 0 ) and radius of 2r 0 (region 3 Figure SI6 ).
is the average of the all lipid z coordinates from a ring with center placed at (x 0 , y 0 ) , inner radius of 3r 0 , and thickness 2r 0 (region 4 Figure SI6 ). . 
NPs diffusion on the lipid bilayer
There is no specific interaction between the toxin nanoparticles and the lipid head groups. The nanoparticles are adhered to the membrane surface (they are not embedded in the membrane: Figure  SI8C ) by a nonspecific short--range interaction, and the lipids can move freely under the nanoparticles or can be replaced by other lipids in the membrane bulk. Therefore, the nanoparticles can diffuse easily on the bilayer surface, both by sliding on the bilayer surface or together with lipids under it. 
Capillary effect and 30% Gb3 concentration
STxB binding to the membrane may change the lipid composition underneath the protein compared to the remaining membrane environment. This composition mismatch could drive the proteins to cluster. In order to investigate whether this effect plays an important role in STxB clustering, STxB adsorbed on a GUV containing DOPC 30% Gb3 was studied, in order to reproduce the concentration of Gb3 under the bound STxB in the bulk environment. The result shows that even under this high Gb3 concentration, the proteins cluster and drive the membrane to form tubular invaginations.
We can estimate the fraction of Gb3 under a bound toxin particle as follows. STxB is modeled as a pentagonal shape ( Figure SI9 with a ×100~30%. Therefore in a system containing 30% Gb3, STxB binding is not expected to induce changes in lipid composition. 
Experimental addition of STxB to GUVs to measure the Concentration Dependence of the STxB Clustering
In order to find a suitable concentration regime to study STxB clustering on GUVs, a range of concentrations from 2 nM to 2000 nM was studied using FCS. Figure  SI17 shows that the formation and growth of the clusters was concentration dependent.
At 200 nM of STxB, the rate of clustering was fast enough such that the vesicles remained stable under micropipette aspiration, while allowing sufficient time for FCS measurements. Subsequent experiments were therefore done under these conditions.
The concentration in the figure depicts the relative concentration that was added to the GUV as detailed below, and does not represent the absolute concentration. Experiments were performed by aspirating the vesicles and waiting for them to stabilize. The position of the membrane was measured using DiD channel, which is far removed from our measurement channel (STxB--Alexa488). The count rate was maximized using DiD signal. Thereafter, a 200 µL volume of PBS containing 200 nM of STxB--Alexa488 was released in proximity to the vesicle and observed for binding of toxin to the GUVs ( Figure SI13 ). The toxins typically bound within 1 -2 minutes as the solution diluted in the sample chamber. The intensities were observed and vesicles with similar intensities were considered for experiment as detailed in Figure  3B . FCS measurements were initiated within 1 -2 minutes of adding toxin. 
Estimation of cluster sizes from FCS measurements
At pre--clustering monomeric conditions, the observed diffusion time peak is about 2 ms. For a molecule diffusing through a small planar observation area of radius r on the membrane, the diffusion time τ D is related to the diffusion constant D as
Generally, the size of the molecule/molecular cluster can be obtained from the diffusion constant D using the Stokes--Einstein relationship = !"
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, η is the viscosity of the medium, and R is the hydrodynamic radius of the diffusing particle. The Saffman and Delbruck model to describe protein diffusion in lipid bilayers predicts a logarithmic dependence of the protein's diffusion coefficient on its hydrodynamic radius (D ∝ ln 1/R) for small values of the radius
where h is the thickness of the bilayer, µ is the viscosity of the membrane and γ Euler's constant.
For large values of the radius (> 10 nm), the lateral mobility of membrane proteins is inversely proportional to their radius (1/R) as =
where λ is a characteristic length to satisfy dimensionality. Since the STxB monomer has a hydrodynamic radius of ~ 3.5 nm and the peaks of diffusion times we observe vary by at least one order of magnitude, we can assume that we have very large clusters that will follow the 1/R rule. Approximating different cluster sizes in the 1/R model, we Figure  SI16 ). We observe similar triplet timescales for STxB as well since the dye, Alexa488 is the same, but this has not been shown in the plots for simplicity and ease of visualization.
This is only an approximation as our measurements lie in a regime where the size dependence changes from D ~ ln(1/R) to D ~ 1/R. Further complications in estimating precisely the size arise from effects of membrane tension on diffusion coefficient, and the shape of aggregates that may affect the diffusion coefficient anisotropically. 
Estimation of the STxB coverage of the vesicle membrane by FCS
Since the amplitude of the FCS curve depends on the number of particles, we can use it to estimate the particles per µm 2 . The 2D observation plane area is the coincidence of the confocal volume and the membrane passing through it. Since we measure on vesicles that have similar fluorescence intensity signals ( Figure 3B ), we can assume that the number of particles per unit area are similar across all the experiments. The local concentration of fluorophore is determined from the amplitude from < C >=
. Using the average autocorrelation amplitude, G(0)that is observed across all the measurement at initial time point, and effective volume V eff of 1.3 ± 0.16 fl, we can estimate the concentration C. The V eff in our system where the measured concentration dwells is effectively the waist of the 3D Gaussian excitation volume, which is estimated in our setup to be 260 nm.Using these values, the surface particles concentrations are 12.2 particles per µm 2 , which corresponds to 0.05% surface coverage.
Synthesis of PEG--Modified Gb3 Species
From a retrosynthetic point of view, our PEG modified Gb3 species can be divided into four major parts: (i) a carbohydrate head group; a ceramide part that can be further subdivided into (ii) a D--erythro--sphingosine and (iii) a fatty acid being attached to the amino of the sphingosine; (iv) a PEG[poly(ethylene glycol)] chain between the sugar head group and lipid tail. We achieved the construction of these glycosphingolipids in a chemoselective approach employing a series of difunctionalized PEGs, amino(ethylene glycol) n --thiols: [H 2 N(EG) 1 As shown in Scheme 2, to synthesize the NCS--functionalized globotriaoside, a key precursor peracetylated trisaccharide 4 was obtained from compound 3, which was readily prepared from two commercial glycosides 1 and 2. 22 From compound 4, by application of trimethylsilyl isothiocyanate (TMSSCN) under tin tetrachloride (SnCl 4 ), the desired β--globotriaosyl isothiocyanate 5 was obtained in moderate yield. The stereochemical outcome was in agreement with reported results on different standard sugars. 23, 24 The PEG--chains were made from H 2 N(EG) n OH, which are commercial or easily prepared from PEG monomers. The amino groups of materials 6 n were protected with t--Boc using di--tert--butyl dicarbonate to obtain 7 n . Methanesulfonylation of compound 7 n was achieved by a substitution reaction with potassium thioacetate to produce compound 8 n . Basic treatment (NaOMe/MeOH) led to deacetylation of 8 n to obtain difunctionalized PEG--chains 9 n . The iodosphingosine 11 was synthesized from its precursor 2--azidosphingosine 10, which was readily prepared from a commercially available D--ribo--phytosphingosine, based on a reported route. 25, 26 To complete the total synthesis, the first coupling between amino(ethylene glycol)n thiols 9 n and iodosphingosine 11 was achieved with potassium carbonate in methanol at room temperature, generating compound 12 n in 70--74% yields. Staudinger reduction of the azide and direct coupling with C 22 fatty acid under peptide coupling condition led to compounds 13 n . After treatment of compounds 13 n with TFA, the amino groups 14 n reacted with glycotriasyl isothiocyanate 5 to generate the protected Gb3 PEG species 15 n . Global deprotection under Zemplen conditions resulted in the desired Gb3 species 16 n . 
General methods
All reactions were performed under argon atmosphere unless otherwise noted. Solvents were dried in the usual way. Pyridine, methanol and DMF were purchased from Sigma--Aldrich. Molecular sieves 4Å used for glycosylation is a powder activated beforehand by a heat gun under vacuo. Glycosides and phytosphingosine were purchased from TCI. All other reagents and solvents were used as received without additional purification. Reactions were followed with TLC (0.25mm silica gel 60--F plates). Flash chromatography was carried out on silica gel (Baker, 30-60 mm). Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded with a Bruker AC 300 DRX instrument with Me 4 Si as internal standard; J values are given in Hz. The assignment of 1 H NMR (300 MHz) spectra was based on chemical shift correlation (DQFCOSY), whereas the assignment of 13 C NMR (75 MHz) spectra were based on Carbon--Proton Shift--Correlation Heteronuclear Multiple Quantum Coherence (HMQC). Mass spectrometry spectra were recorded with MALDI--Kompakt (Kratos) using a--cyano--3,5--dihydroxycinamic acid (CHCA), whereas high resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were obtained at Plate--forme de Spectrométrie de Masse Haute Résolution of Institut de Chimie Organique et Analytique (UMR7311--Universite d'Orleans, CNRS).
2,3,4,6--tetra--O--acetyl--α--D--galactopyranosyl--(1→4)--2,3,6--tri--O--acetyl--β--D--galactopyranosyl--(1→4)--1,2,3,6--tetra--O--acetyl--D--glucopyranoside (4)
Compound 3 (380 mg, 0.41 mmol) was dissolved in pyridine/acetic anhydride (12 ml/4 ml) stirred for 24 h at room temperature. Concentrated and purified the residue by flash chromatography (SiO 2 , toluene/ acetone, 8/2 v/v), yield product 4 (320 mg, 97%) as a colorless foam. R f 0.31 (toluene/acetone, 7/3 v/v). 
H NMR (CDCl
2,3,4,6--tetra--O--acetyl--α--D--galactopyranosyl--(1→4)--2,3,6--tri--O--acetyl--β--D--galactopyranosyl--(1→4)--1,2,3,6--tetra--O--acetyl--β--D--glucosyl isothiocyanate (5)
The peracetylated trisaccharide 4 (164 mg, 0.17 mmol) and SnCl 4 (0.5 ml, 1.0 M in CH 2 Cl 2 ) were dissolved in anhydrous CH 2 Cl 2 (3 ml). After 5 min, trimethylsilyl isothiocyanate (TMSSCN) (28 μl, 0.20 mmol) was added and the reaction mixture was stirred at r.t. for 48 h. Then added saturated aqueous NaHCO 3 (10 ml) and extracted with CH 2 Cl 2 (10 mlx3). The combined organic phases were washed with H 2 O (10 ml), dried over MgSO 4 
2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxyl)ethanol (7 1 )
2--(2--aminoethoxy)ethanol 6 1 (1.0 g, 9.56 mmol) was solved with ethanol (20 ml) in a 50 ml round bottom flask and cooled to 0 ºC in an ice bath. Di--tert--butyl dicarbonate (2.18 g, 9.56 mmol) was added drop wise into the flask and the reaction was allowed to proceed at 0 ºC till trace starting material left. Evaporated ethanol in vacuum, solved the residue with CH 2 Cl 2 (30 ml) then washed with H 2 O (20 mlx2). The organic phase was dried over MgSO 4 and concentrated to give product 7 1 (1.86 g, 95%) as colorless oil. No additional purification for next step.
2--(2--(2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethanol (7 3 )
Refer to the preparation of 7 1 , yield 87% as colorless oil.
2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl) ethanol (7 7 )
Refer to the preparation of 7 1 , yield 83% as colorless oil.
S--2--(2--( tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxy)ethyl ethanethioate (8 1 )
Compound 7 1 (1.22 g, 5.94 mmol) and Et 3 N (1.08 ml, 7.73 mmol) were solved with CH 2 Cl 2 (10 ml) in a 25 ml round bottom flask and cooled to 0 ºC in an ice bath. Methanesulfonyl chloride (0.48 ml, 6.24 mmol) was added drop wise into the flask and the reaction was allowed to proceed at 0 ºC till trace starting material left. Diluted the reaction with CH 2 Cl 2 (20 ml) and washed with 1N HCl (20 mlx2) and brine (20 ml 
S--2--(2--(2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxy)ethoxy)ethoxy)ethyl ethanethioate (8 3 )
Refer to the preparation of 8 1 , yield 75% as colorless oil. Refer to the preparation of 8 1 , yield 69% as colorless oil. 
2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxyl)ethylthiol (9 1 )
A mixture of the compound 8 1 (1.40 g, 5.31 mmol) and NaOCH 3 (444 mg, 8.06 mmol) in CH 3 OH (12 ml) was stirred at room temperature under argon protection. The reaction was allowed to proceed until trace UV detectable starting material left. Added several drops of acetic acid to quench the reaction, and then evaporated to get the crude product 9 1 (1.01 g, 86%) without additional purification for next step.
2--(2--(2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethylthiol (9 3 ) and
2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)--ethylthiol (9 7 )
Refer to the preparation of 9 1 . --3--O--benzoyl--D--erythro--sphingosine--1--yl 2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate) 
(2S,3R,4E) 3--Benzoyl--2--azido--1--iodooctadec--4--ene (11)
2--Azido
2--Azido--3--O--benzoyl--D--erythro--sphingosine--1--yl 2--(2--(2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)etho--xyl)ethylsulfane (12 3 )
Refer to the preparation of 12 1 , yield 60% as colorless oil. 
2--Azido--3--O--benzoyl--D--erythro--sphingosine--1--yl 2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxyl)et--hoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethoxyl)ethylsulfane (12 7 )
Refer to the preparation of 12 1 , yield 43% as colorless oil. 
2--(docosenoylamino)--3--O--benzoyl--D--erythro--sphingosine--1--yl 2--(2--(tert--butylcarbamate)ethoxyl)--ethylsulfane (13 1 )
Compound 12 1 (50 mg, 0.08 mmol) and PPh 3 (41 mg, 0.16 mmol) were solved in THF/H 2 O (2 ml/0.05 ml), then kept stirring at room temperature for 24 h. The reaction mixture was concentrated and co--evaporated with toluene (2 x 10 ml). After dried in vacuo, the crude amino compound was solved in THF (2 ml) with EDC (0.10 mmol), HOBt (0.01 mmol) and Erucic acid (34 mg, 0.10 mmol). The reaction was stirred at room temperature for 12 h then removed solvent to get crude residue. 
MOVIE LEGENDS
Supporting Information, Movie 1: Two similar flat pentagonal shape NPs, (yellow objects) with radius of R=5.5 nm, attract after adhesion to the bilayer surface (the red surface) and they remains attached to each other until the end of the simulation. Solvent is invisible for clarity. Simulation time: 12 microsecond Supporting Information, Movie 2: Two similar flat pentagonal shape NPs, (yellow objects) with radius of R=2.4 nm. The NPs are forced to aggregate and after removing the force (starting configuration of the system) they start to separate immediately. Indicating no interaction force (Casimir force) to keep the particle together. Simulation time: 9.6 microsecond.
Supporting Information, Movie 3: Two similar flat pentagonal shape NPs, (yellow objects) with radius of R=3.5 nm. The NPs are forced to aggregate and after removing the force (starting configuration of the system) the NPs are still attached to each other for about 4 microsecond. Indicating stronger attractive force between NPs compare to the force in SI Movie 2 and weaker compare to SI Movie 4. Simulation time: 9.6 microsecond.
Supporting Information, Movie 4: Two similar flat pentagonal shape NPs, (yellow objects) with radius of R=5.5 nm. The NPs are forced to aggregate and after removing the force (starting configuration of the system) the NPs are still attached to each other for at least 9.6 microsecond. This movie, Supporting Information, Movie 2 and Supporting Information, Movie 4 all together show a direct relation between the aggregation force and the size of NPs (similar dependency is expected for Casimir force).
Supporting Information, Movie 5: Two similar flat pentagonal shape NPs, (yellow objects) with radius of R=5.5 nm adhere to a bilayer composed of the lipid with structure L--12. The NPs are forced to aggregate and after removing the force (starting configuration of the system) the NPs are attached to each other for about 2.5 microsecond. Displacing the NPs adhesion from the bilayer surface results in the less fluctuation suppression and therefore weaker aggregation force.
Supporting Information, Movie 6: Two similar flat pentagonal shape NPs, (yellow objects) with radius of R=5.5 nm adhere to a bilayer composed of the lipid with structure L--22. The NPs are forced to aggregate and after removing the force (starting configuration of the simulation) the NPs start to separate immediately. Showing that NPs are enable to suppress bilayer fluctuation, therefore no aggregation force.
Supporting Information, Movie 7: Two spherical cap NPs with a pentagonal base, (yellow objects) cut from a sphere that has outer radius of adhered to a bilayer composed of the lipid with shown in Figure  SI2 --1. The total outer NP area is = 1.5 ! . The NPs are forced to aggregate and after removing the force (starting configuration of the simulation) the NPs start to separate immediately showing that
